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INTRODUCTION

"Scienoe 18 the soul ot prosperity ot nat1on. and
the living aouroe of all progr•••• " --- Pasteur

1

The word "substitute" usually carries with it 80me

thoughts of cheapness, of inferior or adulterated products
and attempted deception.

Because of his lack ot under-

standing, the layman usually views chemical substitutes
with even greater suspicion and fear.

It i8 the substitution

of new materials and processes, however, for the old and
le8s satisfactory that constitute progress.
today there are hundreds of lnen Who spane

In the world

~ost

of their

time trying to develop substitutes to meet the demands of
a rapidly advancing world---theae are the research

chemista.

Many a man, smiling at the chemist who "waste,,"
all of his tiMe studying the antios of the atoms, will
proudly

c1aL~

the ownership of a fine automobile equipped

with molded' fiber gears, a modern radio with bakelite
insulation and control knobs, fine rubber tires that oar1'7
his oar safe17,. molded plastio steering wheel and horn
button, nickel and enromium plated decorative parts}
nickel-steel alloyed axles, painted with Dueo pyroxylin

laequer: lubrioated with highly

p'~lfied

oils and greases;

and propelled with "high-test" ethyl gasoline.

Surely he

is proud of It, for he has reason to be, but who has made

it possible?

Who found out how to make these products and

discovered their uses?
his time

8tudy1nf~

It was the man Who waa "wastIng"

the reaotions of the atoms, otten in

anS

unpleasant surroundings of smoke

rumes---the ohemist.

Not only in the automobile industry has ohemistry added
to our pleasure and prosperity, but in every other industry.

At one t1me man had a savage ex1stenoe.

He had to

oompete with the beasts ot the forests for control of the
world.

By substituting man-made weapons and maohines tor

the natural, he 1s today master of the land, sea, and air.
Without a knowledge ot chemistry
little hlgher than the savage.

w.

would atlll be but

This may sound a llttle

exaggerated, but ln the last analysiS it is true.

To be

sure there are many other intluenoes that have helped to
bring about our olvillzation, but most of these would be serlously retarded or impossible without some knowledge of
ohemistry.

The great politloian and 8001al leaders of the

world would be unable to accomplish their appolnted tasks
without materials developed by chemistry.
~-try

1s new and yet it i8 very old.

It is new

as a reoognized soience---less than a hundred years old
perhaps, but some ohemioa1 operations were known as tar
back as written history extends.

The fermentation and

concentration ot juioes and the use of sulphur and oertain
metals are reoorded in the earliest records ot men.

Ot

oourse, their manipulations were not oalled ohemistry, but

3

in rea11ty that is what they were.

As we bring our dis-

cussion down to modern time., it wl1l be Interesting to .e.

how

practicall~

every industry today is depending upon

Chemistry to maintain its operation.

Furthermore, it can be shown that the &nswer to many
of the problems that burden the heads of our government
will one day be solved more oompletely by the ohemist.

For

example, the question of excess farm orops has been partially
solved.

The surplus can be converted into other useful prod-

uots which may create an entirely new industry as in the case
of the cellulose products.Millions ot bales of cotton that
one time helped to burden the overcrowded market are now
being made into paints, explosives, and fabrios today.

On

the other hand, the necessities that we import must be made
out ot our surplus 8upplies on hand.

This is the problem

that challenges our chemists in the years to oome---to

utilize our surplus raw materials and to tree th1s country

trom toreign oontrolled markettl.
THE METALS

Iron and.teal, perhaps, are the most universally
and

c~undantly ~.~A

of all the metals.

They are important

beyond our imagination, and yet there was a time When they
were little known or used.

Long after their disoovery, they

were not satisfaotory because of the lack of the knowledge ot
chemistry properly to prepare them.

The matal. today might

4
well be considered the foundation of our national growth.

Our monetary system, construotion work, transportatIon,
manufacturing, machinery of any and every description,
are depending upon our metals.
'r.he production of the metals from the ores, their
purification and tempering are all basic chemical or physicochemical prooesses.

Modern maohinery is depending upon the

high grade metals for their long and useful service.

no longer sufficient to produce high

~~ad.

The requirements of today are much greater.

It 1s

pure metala.
Special metals

for the varied purposes must be produced, and this is the
task of the ohemist.

Be that as it may, the fact remains

that the substitution ot metal for stone was one of the
first and most important steps pf progress in the history

ot

~e

world.

The discovery and early use of all of the metals
are interesting stories, but one of the most interesting ot
modern times i8 that of aluminum.

Very recently# in the

memory ot the older generation liylng toda1# aluminum was
a laboratory curiosity.

It was not rare, but the cout of

securIng it from ita ore was too great, making the metal
useless.

Bowever l in 18B6, Charles Martin Hall discovered

the electrolytiC process for separatIng aluminum from lts
ore.

ThIs greatly red'loed the price and increased the

productIon from 100 pOtInae in 1883 to more than 300,000,000

5

pounds in 1938.
When .the airplane manufacturer was given this new,
light, durable, non-corroding, whIte metal, the day ot
aviation was dawning.

Although it did not prove to be

thoroughly .ati.factory in the pure state, ita all01.
have enabled aviation to make amaa1ng advances 10 the last
thIrty years.
almost

It the modern transport planes, whioh are

.nti~e11

built of aluminum, were atlll made ot

iron, which 1s more than three times

&8

hea'7, they would

be unable to raise themselves trom the groudd.

These are

thektnd of substitutions made possible by chemistry that
hav@ been responsible for the progress ot the world.
Allot the metals are tmportant:
more

80me

of them are

than others, and some are less important for the

80

reason that the chemist has not let aooomplished his full
task.

That 18, he has not found either a use for them or

a method ot prOducing them at sufficiently low coat.
In order to show 80me of the developments In the
metallio f1eld, nIckel has been chosen tor a detailed
account.

Hickel might be not oonsidered by 80me to be

or

major importance, but very lIkely this i8 beoause they do
not realize all of the things for which nickel 1s used.

The

tact that It 18 one of the four metals used in the Amer10an
monetary system means that it has some very desirable
properties.

.-

Blokel baa been known tOt" hundreds

tt. oommercial htsto1'7 18 ahort_

ot 7eara,

In taot, 1t

or l1ttle value until the nlnetoenth oentul'7
v.in 1Ias

dl.c~

1n tar ott Cale4on1a.

ft_

but

oonsldered

when .. emall

ben then, no

one ha4 any use tor 1t, anrt the _.11 aupp17 .eemed to be
ample.

In IBM a 1J'UP\'e7OJt b7 the

llUMJ

ot 8al t81" notioed

that hI. oampa•• needle was delleot&d 1n

~G

areaot Sud-

bu.JTf Oanada. 13', aeeob.1.n& the are.. he notloed. aome red
ore depoe1te wh10h lndioated Iron.

'l'he•• were not "..,.

1apol"tant 11noe they ..ere in tho w11dorne·.. and

trom a railroad.
.. memor1.

Dan)"

mil••

.For tb1rtl ,.e.. the faot remained ou17

Then 1888 oame, and while the Canadian Pacifio

Railroad . u baing bull t, the orew ..ere ma1d.ng at cut thJ'ougb

a bill when the,. noticed that the rook was dltt.....!lt from

an,. that the,. had aNn betore.
contained copper.

Arlal,..!. ahowed that 1t

Hiokel wae not known to very many people

at that 1l1me, but GOPpoi'

'If" known to be " ..luable, 0.p. .1all,.

a1.noe 1twae cloae to the railroad.

In lalll), a man b7 the

name of Samuel J. Rltoh1e lease4 man)" of the minee and atarted

to mtne copper. The ore was sent to two copper &melting
plants 1n Un Jer••,..

Atter roceiving about a lll.U'1dJ:>ed car

loads, thoy retuaed to buy an,. more because the,. could not

retine it in the ordinarr way.
When tro\lble art••• , It is t1meto oonsult the trained
chemiat.

At that ttme a metallurgical ohami.t by tho name

7
01" Robert Thompson was connected with one ot the oopper

smelting companies.

After a long research, he disoovered

that trouble with the copper smelt1ng was due to the niokel
present and set to work to fine a method of separating it.
Nickel had trom the very beginning been known to be a factor
in the copper smelting industry.

In tact, the name "nickel"

is said to have oome from a German word meaning "devIlish
FInally, Mr. Thompson and his associatea developed

imP."

the niter-oake process for separating nickel-oopper ore,
which is still llead today.

The result 01" the disoovery was

the buying of all mines in the district and the formation
(20)

of the International Nickel Company.

The substitution

of a new method of reflnine oopper tor the old has resulted
in a new industry and a new metal to help satisfy the world's
requirements.
This proved to be only the beginning of a series of
changes that have revolutionized the metal industries.
twenty-five years ago there came 1nto being
for the conoentration of mineral ore.

Q

About

new process

Up until that tim.

the ore had be.n crushed and put into a large bin where it
was shaken or jarred until the heavier ore settled to the
bottom.

Then the larger particles, being mostly rock, could

be removed from the top.

The new process, called flotation,

developed commerCially by the American chemists. has revolutionized the practice of ore Ooncentration.

The flota-

tion process works on a princ1ple exaotly the opposite of

F

..,....-

---8

the older method, instead of the heavy ore oolleot1ng at
the bottom, it 18 actually made to float on the top while
the lighter rock collect. at the bottom.
ls known to the ohemist as wetabl1ity.

The princlple
the sulphlde ore.

do not wet as eaal1y as the rock particles, Just a8 a plece
of varnished .ood will not wet as easily as a piece ot
unpainted sott pine.

By adding to tne mixture a small

quantity Of oil or other chemioals, the wetabll1ty of the
sulphide ore can be further

re~~oed.

When air 1s blown

tl"wough the water mixture, the unwetted ore will cling
to the

a1~

bub'les 1n an effort to get out of the water.

JI'urther treating can prevent the bubbles from bursting
easl1y when they reaoh the surface.

Th1s enables the

ore to remain at the top until 1t can be skimmed off,
or allowed to tlow over the edge of the vessel, or flotation cell, as it 1s called.
For many years, it was, considered quite suffioient
to be able to separate the ore from the rock by this method,
but the Chemist had notlced that some ot the sulphide orea
floated more easily than others.

Alao it was found that

some of the chemicals used helped certain sulphides to
float more easily than others.

Now almost every up-to-

date flotation plant practIces what 1s oalled seleotive
or dIfferential flotation.

The sulphIde that 18 most

eaaily floated comes off firat; then by stirring, adjusting

po

the concentration and standing, the next one will come
up.

By this method, the sulphide. ot certain metals can

be almost completely separated trom those ot other metals.
This method has proved to be especially satisfaotory in
handling ores that have a high concentration ot copper
and nickel.
About the same time that Mr. Thompson was deyeloping his niter-cake prooess, Dr. Ludwig Mond and Dr. Karl
Langer discovered an entirely new process for separating
niokel trom ita are.

They were working with the decom-

position ot carbon monoxide, by passing it through a
hot combustion tube, using nickel •• a catalyst.

One

day, when the oombustion tube was only war.m and the

8S-

eaping gas was being passed into a flame, it was found
to turn the flame greenish-yellow.

In order to fine out

it thls was due to the arsenlc present, they passed it
lnto another heated tube, expectlng ltto plate a mirror
ot ar.enic.

They were not surprlsed that it did a.t form

a mirror, but analyei8 showed the metal to be nickel and
not arsenic as they had expected.

Thls was a very inter-

esting scientific fact because up until th1s time it "ae
not thought possible to volatllize a heavy metal at suCh
a low temperature and convert it back into the solid without ita first returning to the molten atate.
After further experimentation, it was found that

finely dIvIded nickel are could be united with carbon
monoxide gas at a temperature ot about 80° C.

From this

10
was developed the Mend or Carbonyl proceas for refining niokel.

One advantage of the process is its

8i~

plicitYJ however, the mechanioal difficulties of handling
the poisonoua gas have to be reckoned with.
In 1914, when the World War broke out, nickel beoame
almost a precious metal.

It was in great demand for the

manutacture of guns, tanka, machine-guns, armor plating
and airplane engines.

Because ot the untiring efforts ot

the American chemists in developing our natural depOSita,
the Britllh-American force. were .ell supplied.
After four years, the war came to a close and the
demand tor nickel was at a temporary standstill, becau••
about 90 per oent of the world'. supply of niokel had been
used in the manufacturing ot implements ot warfare.

Practioally all of the largo nickel plants were either
closed or were running only a few hours each day.

a critioal time for the nickel industry.

It was

However, it

was not long before the research department of the automobIle, airplane, and eleotrical industries realized
its value and absorbed the ,surplus, because they had
found that substitution of n1ckel-steel all01 for the old
carbon type rendered the product free from corrosion and
more than doubled its endurance.
Although the war was an accelerating factor in the
development of the nickel lnduetry, the roots of' the

11

present oonsumption extended back to the pre-war.
It 18 more nearly oorreot to say that it is a result of
the combined study of ohemistry and physios which resulted in metallurgy.

Metallurgy had developed as an

intensive study of the ohemistry of metals; then came
metallography, with a physioo-chemical background, to

.

delve into the struoture of metals and to study the changes
which could be effeoted in these struotures by the introduction of various elements in oombination, and by
varlationa in the quenohing process.
In

n~.t

oase8 the substitutions in prooesses and

materials are not brought about by the pure industrialist,
who is usually satisfied to meet requirements, but rather
by reaearch men in our colleges and technical sohool ••
'~en

the war oame, many of our industrial plants accepted

Government oontracts tor military supplies.

Then the

Government inspeotors went into the plants and began to
rejeot produets right and left because they were below
speoification.

It was then that the foundry-men welcomed

the metallurgists in working out these new problems, and
the union bet.een the experience of industry and the technique ot science was effected.

At the same time the Gov-

ernment drafted not only the young graduates, but also the
college professors and research men from the technical
schools for developing better war supplies.

At the olose

of the war, many of these man remained with the industries
and thus the stage was set for a modern attitude toward

12

produotion and an enlightened interest in researoh.

One of the results ot this new oombination was
the production of a new Nickel-Copper alloy which was
called "Monel" metal.

It 1s what might be considered

a natural alloy, sinoe the nickel oomes from the mines

oombined with oopper.

The oontent of the alloy is rough-

11 two parts niokel and one part copper.

During the war,

the war supplies had consumed ninety per oent of all the
niokel produoed.

By 1929, the production ot niokel and

niokel alloys tor industrial purposes alone tar exoeeded
the war time high for all purposes and at that time
leas than fIve per oent was being used for war supplies.
By substituting peaoe tor war, an industry haa grown
rapidly and beoome a great blessing to the world.
Thil new alloy has found wide industrial uses.
In 1875, enameled. kitohen sinks were developed.

They

remained unohanged for sIxty years and then, in 1935,
monel metal sinka were put on the market.

They are

very bright and tend to produoe an attractive kitohen.
Another alloy known as "Stainle8s Steel", which contains
e1ght per oent niokel by

weig~t,

18 now being used tor

deoorative and cutlery purposes.
For many years, metallurgists had been unable to
rind a metal whioh would withstand the corrosive aotion
that steam has on the blade of a steam turbine.
ever, monel metal is unaffected by it

an~"

How-

will last

( 20)
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fOl"

many years.

About three years ago, the first

railroad tank cars were line4 with monel metal.

'rhis

has enabled strong alkali to be shipped in bulk form
and has resulted in a sRving of a million dollars a
year to the rayon industry alone.

Other uses of nickel

alloys which have reaul ted directly from the
research laboratories are:

meta11ur~dcal

electrical resistance alloys

which contain up to eighty-five per cent nlckel and are
used 1n heaters, pyrometers, rheostats and household

appliances, heat reslstlng alloys used in electric
furnaces, retorts, and in,glaas making; aluminum
alloys contalning two per cent nickel, used 1n making
plstons and heads for internal combustion englnes;
whlte gold containing about fifteen per cent nickel
used quite extensively for jewelry, eye glru.ls6s. and
decorative purposes.

The items mentioned above are

just a few of the hundreds ot' art1clas that have been
improved by substitution of this new metal and its
alloys for those with less satisfactory propertios.

These chemical substitutions have resulted in
an industry that today provides employment for Illore

than 20,000 men, besides providing more than $50 OOO,ooo
to be divided annually among the stock holders.

t20)

Its 1mporta...."1ce is only beginning to be realized and
in the near ttuture may prove to be of even greater

value.

14

Nickel 1s not the most inportant, the most used ..
or the moat valuable, but it 1s typical of the advanoes
that chemical substitutions have caused in the field of

metals.

------------------.
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OARBO. AllD CARBOI COMPOUI'DS

Carbon, one ot the most unattraotive at all the
ohaioal al..en ta in the tr.e a tat.. haa become the
ohemist'. sreat8.t atorehou.e at power tor making
chem1cal 8ubst1 tut1ona.

It 1.

10 c011lllOn

in the torm

ot ooal, ooke, charcoal, and graph1te that it could
never be 8uspeoted of being the moat veraatile and
abundant oompound-torming element ot them all.

The

tree carbon torma do not hold tne interest ot tne
ohemist nearly
ele.enta.

80

muoh aa those comb1ned with other

Tobere are today something over 250,000

known and 1801a ted organic compounds of which carbon 18 the principal el@ment.

CALC l'011t CARBIDB

In the later part ot the 19th centurr a cotton

.111 owner, "Jor J. '1'. Morehead, was experimenting

w1th

a

new17 invented electric turnace.

Working with

Thoma. A. W11son, an electrioal engin•• r, he was
trying to a'parate aluminum trom bauxite by heating
it with var10ue fluxe..

ane day 1n la9S, they loaded

the turnao. w1 th the are, coke, and limfh

The result

wa. a hard mass, with no reduced metal, but wben water

0....

in con tao t ..i th it, a cloud of pungen t gas came

torth whioh was found to burn.

The hard ma8. was oal-

oium oarbide, and the gas was aoetylene.

Because of it.

-

~~-
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brilliant illuminating power and the intense heat produced, tne pO'sibilities of aoetylene were apparent.
Patent. were secured with the expeotation that acetylene would replaoe or enrIch ooal gas and water gas,
During the next ten years, several oarbide companiea

were organized, but only one met wIth great success.

!hie aucce •• tul oompany was moved to the NIagara Falla,
where a large .upply ot oheap electricity was available.

The

other patent righta were bought and the Union

Carbide and Carbon Company was organized 1n 189S.
Prior to 190', the prlncipal u •• of acetylene
had been tor light and beat.

In that year, the Llnde

Air Products Corporation was organ1zed, atter tbe
discovery ot a method ot .eparating oxygen from the
air by liquitactlon.

Soon the oxy-acetylene blow torch

came into exlatence and the hot tlame ot acetylene
burning 1n oxyg.n beoame available for welding and cuttIng, which is essential to the modern handling ot metals.
Another important step toward the greater useful-

nea. ot acetylene waa the discovery ot the fact that it
was aoluble in acetone.

The gas, when compressed, had

been dangerouel, explosive, but dissolved in acetone,
it Gould now be shipped aately in tanka Un4er high

pre.aure.

T.bi8 disoovery re8ulted 1n the organization of

the Pre.t-O-Llte Campanr. whloh produoed one of tne

17

first automobile lighting .yste.. by using ama11 tanks
of ace tylene.

Strange aa it may •• e., calcium carbide has be.
come tne starting point tor innumerable organic compounds.

In the earl,. year. of the twentieth centurr,

organic re.earch began in earnest.

In 1920, the Car-

bide and Carbon Chemicals Oompanr was organized to consolidate this researoh and to manufacture synthetic
a11pha tio chemical..

Th1s was one ot' the firs t indus.

tr1e. ever to be eatablished for the sole purpose ot

productng chemical .ubstitutes.
80.e ot the product. made .ere well known and had

to compete with the natural products tor marketa, others
.ere entire17 ne. aa commercial products, while still

others were -made to order.-

B1 -made to order- is

.eant that frequentl,. a compan7 would expr••• a desire
tor a produot with certain chemical and physical properties
and very otten the researoh chemist would be able to produce Just .uch a substance.

To compensate for the special

orders, it was frequently found that the new product. had
properties that suited them tor many other u....

In on.

instanoe, a special lacquer solvent was developed which
later proved valuable .a a hydraulic brake fluid constituent.

Relying on their reaearch ohemists tor

18

expansion, the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company
added sevent,y produots of commerc1al value and nat10nal
14
benetlt to the1r Manufacturing list In ten years.
The writer 1s especially Intere.ted 1n the product.

ot this Clompany sinoe they are a monument to synthetlc
ohemi.try_

From oaloium carbide and liquid air to sol-

vent. and resins, the ohem1cal substitute. have solved
the national problema tor new or better materials.

Acety-

lene, with it. triple bond arrangement in the molecule,
has made it comparatively ea8Y to enter side chains
d1rectly Into

an

organl0 compound..

Thus many organic

chemicals with wide var1ation in properties and uses
may be traoed back to Major Morehead's discovery of

aoetylene.

Only some of the more important one. will

be mentioned here.
It ..,111 be noticed, by the informed, that many ot
the •• products named are the starting point for other
organic preparations.

The line is never complete, but

always one thing leads to another.

Ethylene, ethyl

ether, ethanol, ethane, diethylene glyool, butane,
butrlene, butyric a014, butyl acetate, acetone, ethylene glyool. metnane, metbanol, methyl acetone, and

amyl acetate are juat a few of the hundreds of oompound, that are oommero1ally prepared by synthetic
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chemistr7 and today are necessities 1n many other industries.'
Another descendent of calcium carbide which
deserves aeparate mention is the plastic, alvar.

Over

two hundred tonI of oaloium carbide are used in the

United States annually in the production of this new
substance.

Large quantities of carbide are a180 used

in the production of acetic aoid and acetaldehyde.

When

theae two substances reaot under proper oonditions, vinyl
acetate reaulta*

The vinyl aoetate is a dOUble bonded

oompound whioh will po1ymer1ze and form a series of vinyl
acetate resins.

These are still somewhat undeveloped,

but one called gelva has some very desirable propertles.
One of gelva'. most remarkable properties 18 Ita
adhesion to porous and polished surfaces.

It 18 sald

that when a metal plug 1s cemented to a glass plate by
the

US8

of gelva, a section may be pulled from the

plate w1thout breaking the adhering bond.

Thus it

1s found to be very useful in assembling glas8 structures.

Gelva 1. alao used as a pr1me coat for metal.; as

an aluminum and bronzing vehiole. and in chewing gum and
unoruahable velvet.

Furthermore, it has been found to be

very Bucoes8tul in bonding manJ different kinds of material, inoluding wood. poreelain, metal., miaa,leather,
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felt, cloth and cellophane.
When the percen tage of the ace ta te group in gelva
1a varied and formaldehyde 1s

introduc8d~

a harder,

higher meltIng poInt material, called alvar, is formed.
It Is used principally a. a thermal molding plastic,
from whlch is made such articles as combs, fountain
pen barrela, sore. tops tor bottles, toothbrush handles,
and handles tor various other toilet artioles.

Again,

ohemistry has produced substitutes that are replacing
the natural products because ot their beauty and durab1l1 ty.

SOLVENTS
Over two hundred m,illion gallons of carbon compounds are used 1n the United States eaoh year 1n the

torm of solvents. 3 This enormous amount of materials
1s posslble only as a result ot synthet1c organ1c
chemistry.

The uses of the.e

lolv8nt~

VI.17 from the

tamiliar applications in lotions, oosmetics, paints,
and laoquers to the buge amounts used in chemical
produotion and extract10n that would cballenge the
tmaglnation.

A rew years ago, when a solvent was

needed, 1t was necessary to select it tram the list

ot those alread7 known, but today man7 special solvents
are made to order.

When the natural solvents were relied

upon, 1t was not always possible to find one suitable, but
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through synthetio organic ohemistry. a solvent with
the desired properties may be had.
Perhaps, early history is the most vivid way to
show progress.

More than three hundred years ago

turpentlne, rosln, pitoh, and tar were made from the
pine forests of North Oarolina.

This was probably

the first solvent industrr and one of the first industries of any kind on American so11.

A oonaiderable

business was developed from these forests, until, in
1890, about fort, million gallons of turpentine were

refined annually_
Another solvent, wh1.oh has been known sinoe the
earlleat reoorda of man, Is ethyl alcohol.

The fermen-

tation process of produoing alcohol from carbohydrates
has been In use for

een~lrie.,

yet radioal changes In

production and use have taken place In recent years.
Although the solvent power of ethyl alcohol was known,
it has not been avallable to oommerce In the Un1ted
States because 01' an exc1se tax.

This was relllOved b1

an aot ot Congress in 1906 and since then, the consumptIon has advanced steadily untIl today the annual
output of this solvent ls approximately 100,000,000
gallons.

Aloohol is used 1n pharmacy, perfumes,

008-

metioa, varnish, lacquer, shellac, antiseptics, pyroxalin
products, amokeleas powder, and ohemical manufacturing.
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It can truly be considered the cornerstone of' the AmericlJ'l
solvent industry_
One ot the oldest branches ot the Amerioan chemioal
1ndustry is the destructive.distillation of wood, and
for many years it was the sole source of the important solvent, methanol.
states

t~t

The United States Census of Manufactures

the value of wood ohemical products in 1880

was $275,000.

This value increased st6adily unt1.l in 1923

it was $29,695,000.

However, since that time, the syn-

thetic manufaoture of methanol from natural cas has greatly
reduced its value.

One of the by-products of wood distil-

lation is calcium acetate, which can be oonverted easi1r
into acetic acid or acetone.
latter operation.

Large wastes aocompany the

However, during the war, the shortage

ot acetone made 1t necessary to use this method.
As a result of thi8 shortage, the British Government
st1mulated chemical researoh which resulted in the disoover,. of two methods for the produc ti(m of ace tone.
One of these methods starts with calcium carbide as its
raw l1l8.terlal and goes through the steps of aoetylene,

aoetaldehyde, and acetic acid to acetone.

~he

other

is s. SI)eoial1zed i'arm.enta tion process in which a oertain
species of baoillus is used.

During the fermentation

prooess, for each pound of acetone produced, two pounds
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of n-but,.l alcohol and one third pound of ethyl alcohol
are made as by-produc ta.

'lbis process, whioh was put on a

commercial baai8 in this country after the war" was round
to have ver,. lnteresting t'eatures.

Aa tne fermentation prooess

beoa~

more popular,

the great atocu ot n-butyl aloohol began to mount.

Sinoe twice as muoh ot thia product was fo ....d as the
desirable aoetone, the a.arch for a market for it was
a serioue proble..

About this time a chemist in the

lacquer industr7 found that nitro-cellulose was soluble
tn butyl aoetate which could be made eaail,. from butyl
aleohol.

Laoquers made with volatile solvents and nitro-

cellulose have two distinct advantages over those formerly used.

They can be put on more quickly because they dry

more rapIdlJ and they withstand weather conditions muoh
longer.

The automobile induatry quickly took advantage

ot thi. new laoquer and the problem. of a marke t for butyl
alcohol was changed to the problem of supplying the demand.

Almost over n1ght, butyl alCOhol became the more

important produot and acetone the by-product.

Atter this

dIscovery and the 108. ot the acetIc acid busine.. to
the synthet10 Industry, the wood distilling prooesl became of minor importanoe.
Thua, the solvent industry which began in this country
in a very small Vla:l, 1n the die t1lla tion 01' hard wood,
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the re1'llentation ot corn and molaaael, and the
diatillation of pine tree gum, i8 today an outstanding
example of chemical substitution.

The use of theae

natural solvents was limited because they were subject
to climatio cond1tions which were beyond the oontrol
of man.

Today the synthetic products are made from the

unllBdted resources of the nation, and an abundant,
pure, and uniform supply 18 aasured.
At pre.ent, the 1argeat consumer of Amer1can

so~.

vent. 1s the protective coating industry, which us ••
more

~an

torty per cent Of all the solvent. produced,

excluding the petroleum distillatea.

In reoent years,

however, the lacquer industry has been undergoing some
drastic change. within itself.

Synthetic resin finishes

of the phenol.formaldehyde type are replacinb the
P7roxa11n group tor many purpose..

These lacquers re-

quire 1e•• solvent and have a greater oovering power.
'!'he speed of app1ioation 1s equalized by drying at a

relatively high temperature.

The detrimental effect

that the use ot the resins will have on the pyroxalin

industry oannot be aoourately determined at the present
It haa oaused little ooncern as yst, but 1t 1s

time.

def1n1tely affecting the solvent industry and the cotton
farmer.
Perhaps the second largest uSer of solvents is the
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anti-treele manufacturer.

Of oourse, all anti-treeze

mixture. must be completely misoible with water, and thi.
l1m1t. tne number very definitely.

The ones most common-

ly used are glycerine, glyool, ethyl aloohol, and methyl
aloohol.

The consumption ot these should remain about the

s ... for the next tew years unless a more desirable
substitute i. found.
It the .olvent manufaoturer had been looking to
his old oustomera tor expansion, the present would se6m
a bit dark, but his re.earoh department has not been
idle.
~

!he new uae. for solvents in the rayon, plastiC,

adhesive, and artificial fabrio industries are oreating
greater demand than ever.

One of the newest fields to

open for large quanti tIe. ot various 801vents i. the
refin1ng of petroleum.

The seleotive solvent extraotion

.ethod ot prepar1ng petroleUM products waa tried as
early .e 1926, but little progress was made until the
last two yeara.

If this method 18 universally adopted

1n thia country as ia ind1oated, it w111 take a million
gallon. ot solvents to set the plante in operation,

The

prinolpal solvent. used in the •• extractions are isopropyl
alcohol, ohorinated hydrocarbona, isopropyl ether, acetone,
p.opane, furfural and benzene.

Thus it becomes apparent

that the Industry whioh has the foresight ot the research
ohem.ist w111 never die, because there is alwa,.s a new use
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tor old products as time moves on.
Perhaps the most important Group of solvents is the
alCOhols.

~e

word alcohol does not reter now to just

ethyl or wood alcohol, as it did a few years ago, because there are on the market today twenty-three alcohols
whiCh may be purchased 1n barrel or tank ear lots, not
including the keto alcohols, the alcohol ethera, and the
higher ones such as cetyl and lauryl.
alcoho18 that could be

8ynthe81~.d

The number

ot

i8 almost unlimited,

it there was a market demand for them.

"The number of

isomers ot octyl alcohol i8 calculated at 89. ot 010 1s
507, ot a C20 alcohol 1. over 5,000,000, and of a 030
alcohol at over 95,000,000. Undoubtedly, a very few ot

this vast number have any

com~ercial

value, but some of

those now unknown will bave important industrial applicationa in the near future." 18
From the a tandpoint of the volume consumed and di-

versity ot use., the alCOhols are the most important industrial organic chemicals.

Ethyl alcohol was the first

to have an 1mportant place in indust17 since it is the
result of a natural fermentation process.

However, in

reoent yeara, the usage of butyl, amyl, and substItuted
aloohols has shown a marked inorease, because of government restriotions in the manufacture and aale of ethyl
alcohol •
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One of chemistry's substitutions which seems
destined to affect the greatest number of American
people is the replacing of natural resources with
farm produots.

The possibility of growing the raw

materials for making solvents, plastics, lacquers,
fabrios, rubber, and many other essentials is just
beginning to be realized.

Protecting the farmer by

speCial legislation or government payment for not
planting is an honest effort in the wrong direction.
All of the protectlon
is

I.

th~t

the farmer wants or needs

market for his products, and th.is must be realized

through snythetic chemistry.
One of the most staple crops of the American
farmer is corn.

It was one of the first with which

the researoh ohemist worked, and it has proved to be
such a rioh souroe of ohemioals that today a large
varlet"

serving praotically every major industrr,

i8 made from aorn.

On the accompanying chart will be

found listed the uses of these important chemicals
and their derivat1vese 5
Of oourse, at the
depending on corn

fo~

p~eaent

time, the

count~y

is not

all of these essentials, but they

can be and are be1ng made from corn.

This 1s further

ev1denoe that future eoonomio problems may be solved
by chemical subst1tutes.

r
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ALKALI AND BLEACHES

Leas then fifty years a60, practically all of
the alkali used in the United States was imported
from England.
Enbliah

~e

~roduct

people were accustomed to the

and had never made much effort to

produce their own produc t, even though the natural
elements necessary were abundant.

Alkali and bleaches

may not seem to be ot vital importance to the casual
obaerver, but if the far reaohing results ax'e studIed,
it is found to be essential to hundreds of industries
and to affect the needs ot every individual.

To lee

how muoh we are depending on alkali, we have only to
look around us.

Our dishe., window panes, clock faces,

ornamental vasea, and hundreds of other household articles are made of glasa, whlCh is the result of heatlng
together sand, lime, and alkali.

Our clothea, ruga, fur-

niture, upholstery, and other wollen artioles are cleaned
wlth alkali.

The cotton olothea, curtains, ropes, and

the ,thousands of other artioles made from the millions
of pounds ot cotton that are made into textiles every
year must first be cleaned and boiled with alkali betore
the tinished products are made.
Paper, so oommon that we fail to think ot and realize
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the sclentlflc researoh that 18 baok of Its development, is made by boiling wood pulp and rags in alkali.
Cellophane, which is the newest of wrapping materials,
and rayon, the substitute for natural silk, are quite
dlfferent tram the cellulose pulp from which they are
made by boiling with alkali.
Perhaps, the largest consumer of alkali is the
soap manufaoturer.

It is essential in the manufacturing

of all soaps, shampoos, cleaning agents, and scrubbing
compounds.

We today are so t8.4"!l1l1ar w1 th these thlngs

thut we give little thought to the fact that they are
subatitutes for the naturally oocurring sand and clay
that were onoe used as cleansing agents.

For many

years soap making consisted of boiling together wood
ashes and fat.

However, wi th the advent of ohemistry,

the industry took on a different appearance and the
plaoe or manutacture waa changed from the home to
speoial tactories.

The processes were placed under tho

supervision of trained ohemists, and tho result Is tho
fine soaps that we have today.

It Is not enough now

to make good soaps, but soaps and cleanlng compounds
mua t be made for every difterent purpose.

Stlll. al-

kali 1s the prime essentlal.
The usefulness and the extent to whioh It atfecta
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the lives ot our people ls shown by the amounts used.
In 19&4, there were 2,390,000 tona of soda ash and
725,000 tons ot caustic soda produced and used in

the United statea. 15

Slnce this enormous quantity

18 used each year, It is well to consider the source

ot supply.

It it were atill imported, it would atfect

the balance ot trade, make the United States dependent
on other countries, and be a severe handicap especially
during the time of war.

In the latter part ot the nine-

teenth century, a process for the electrolytio decomposition ot salt solutions waa developed.

In 1892, the

Mathieson Alkali Worka waa organized to make alkali
and bleaoh.

A little later the PIttsburgh Plate Glass

wanted its own plant to furnish alkali, and they
organized the Columbia Chemical Company_

The.e two

great plants, along with 80me others, have brought
the alkali business home from foreign markets.

The

electrolysis ot brine is unique in one respect, in
that allot the produots tormed are very commonly
used.

The three products formed are sodium hydroxide,

hydrogen, and chlorine, which are not only valuable as
they are, but are the starting point tor many important commercial and. scientitic chemicals.
Just betore the beginning of the World War, liquid
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chlorine became oommercially known.

During those try-

ing years, alkali plants expanded and carried B.n extra
burden, in an etfort to produce the ohlorine .that was
used as a poisonous eaSt

Although chlorine was very impor-

tant in the war, it is no less valuable in ttme of
peace.

It is one of the most powerful antiseptics

~nd

1s commonly used in swimming pools, oity water supplies,
and tor general sanitary purposes.

In the textile and

cellulose industries the powerful bleaching action of
chlorine is needed to decolorize the raw materials.
Beoause ohlor1ne oan be economioally prepared and is
very aotive chemioally, it has found
s·ynthetlc organic chemistry.

e~tensive

use 1n

The uses of ohlorine, like

those ot sodium hydroxide, are

90

many and important

thHt our lives would. not be oom.plete without it.
The other element produced by this very simple
eleotro-ohemical reaction is hydrogen gas.

It is not

polaopous, but highly explosive when mixed with one
halt ita volume of oXYGen.

Thus ordinary table salt

has produced a strange varlety ot deadly polsons and a
high explosive.
a

reducin~

Hydrogen as a gas is very important as

agent, espeCially in the hydrogenation of

vegetable oils into edible tats which are used as a subatl tute tor butter.

Another mos t important use of hy..

drogen is in the Haber prooess for ammonia.
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Here, the by-produot hydrogen, obtained from the alkali plant,
is mixed with nitrogen obtained from the air. and,under
proper oonditiona, the two react to form ammonia.

Tbe

importanoe ot this disoovery oannot be over estimated.
Atter ammonia 1s formed, it can be made into suitable
nitrogen oompounds for fertilizers.

Plants must have

n1 trogen for growth, and even though they 11 vein an
atmosphere of tour-fifths nitr06en, they oannot use
an, ot it.

It must be in soluble form 1n the soll,

and only a tew

~lants,

called legumes, are able to

take it trom the air and change it into a usable form.
This prooess beoomes even more important in time of
war, because the nitrogen of the air is converted to
ammonia....... to nitric ao1d---to nitra.tes which are explosives.
Starting with sodium ohloride (table salt)
alkali industry, by the use of

sJ~thetic

~le

ohemistry,

has developed products that affect every individual
and every other industry 1n the United Statas.
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EXPLOSIVES AND CRLLULOSE
In 1866, Uobel made the first dynami te.

It was

8.

wonderful aChievement and we today are the recipients

ot the rewards.

Later, he realized the damage that

could be done with this powerful explosive and he
established the Nobel Prizes, one of whioh is a perpetual award to the one who oontributes the most during the year to world peace.

Dynami te has :proved to be

a wonderful contribution ot an honest and construotive
chemist.

It would have been almost impossible to con-

struot the buildings, bridges, dams, railroad cute and
tunnels, and modern highwaye w1 thout dynamite.
The word dynamite is a general term oovering a

wide variety ot explosives.

Por the most part, it

reters to a mixture of nitro-glycerine and other
sUbstanoes such as sodium nitrate, ammonium nitrate,

The

ohalk, sulphur, wood pulp, or s1mIliar materIals.
resulting mixture 1s molded into stioka and .wrapped
in speoial water proo.f paper.
Great progress has been made in the explosive
industry since the first disoovery of dynamite.

All

explosives are neoessarily dangerous, but, in recent
years, the manufacturers have made wonderful advanoements in promoting safety .for both the faotory worker
and the user of the produots.

It 1s now possible

S4

to get explosives that are safe to use in gassy coal
mines and oil wells.

One of the greatest steps toward

safety 1s the use ot electric detonators.

~11s

elim-

inates the use of the tuse which the worker formerly
lit with a match.

Much improvement has also been

made in caps and th.e explosives themselves to protect

the handler and the user.

Recently a company advertised

a new explosive that would not resct to shock or jar,
unless it was far greater than could possible be encountered in ordinary hauling or dropping.
The forerunner of all explosives has not changed

very much in several yeal's.

Black powder was discovered

by the Chinese before the rest of the world was hardly

ciVilIzed, and has been in use ever since.

However, it

bas been almost completely replaced now by more powerful
explosives.

It was discarded during the

Spanish.f~erican

War for military use and is today used very little for

an,.

pu~po

•••

Smokel••• powder, which is the principal substitute
for black powder, has ma.ny advantages over the older
produot.

This powder is made essentially of nitrocellulose

or .gun cotton".

Sometimes nitroglycerine is added.

The name "gun cotton· 115 well chosen, sinoe it is made
by treating cotton l1nters w1th a mixture of n1tric and
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sulphurio acids.

Thus the cotton is oonverted into hexa-

nitrooellulose whioh is highly explosive.

It is usually

converted into a colloid with suitable solvent,
nitroglycerine is added if it is desired.

an~

then

The colloid

is pressed through dies into the form of ribbons, rods,
or any desired shape, and the evaporation of the solvent
allows it to harden.

It is then cut into lengths which

vary with the size of the gun for which it is intended.
The use of the cellulose derivative as an explosive has
proved to be a worthwhile sUbstitution for the cotton
farmers.
In dealin,,;; wi th ni trocellulose as an explosive,
it was only natural that the alert mind of the investigator would see some of its other possibilities.
It is teday an industry with its full usefulness yet
unknown.

It has been more or less oontrolled and oper-

ated by the powder oompanies because they were the first
to nitrate ootton commercially, and oonsequently were
better prepared for·developing the new 1.ndustry.

We

might wonder sometimes why some companies find themselves making suoh a wide variety of products.

Usually

it is not beoause they are trying to enter all of the
varioua fields, but because chemical products have suoh
a wide variation in their usage.

It is Qecause of the

fact that one thing has led to another and ttlat each new
disoovery 1s a portal to a whole new field of opportunity.
There are several large industrial organizations
in the United States today that were not in existence
until chemical research had found the new products.
As a matter of faot, they are simply a large chamicRl
laboratory which carry out chemical reactions in huge
cast iron or niokel-steel tanks instead of' glass beakers,
One of the most important of these is the cellulose byproducts industry.

Of course, the natural produets, whioh

are principally cotton, wood, and the stalks of all growing plants, have been used since the beginning of tIme.
Thes. contain, in addition to cellulose, small quantities
of proteins, tata, and mineral salts which are impurIties
to the cellulose industry.

Cotton is chiefly used as a

raw mflterial because of its abundance, purity, and high
quality cellulose.

The cellulose stalks of plants have

been used tor many years simply beoausG of their suitable physical struoture rather than their cellulose
content.

The real cellulose industry began only

Q

few

years ago when it wae discovered tha.t by treating it
wi th various chemioa1s. espeoie.lly n1 trio ao1('1, new and
very d1sirable produots were formed.
The use of nitrocellulose as an explosive under the

..
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nrume of "gun ootton" has already been mentioned, but
this is only one of' its many important uses.

In Uml,

BJftyl aoetate was introduoed as a solvent for nt trooellulose.

This was

a.s a laoquer.

th~

beeinning of its usefulness

It has found eytensive use as a pre-

servative for silver and brass against tarnishing.
'!he visoosity of the solution was

80

8reat, however,

that 1 t oould not be used in spray guns.

Throu3h

extensl va res.earoh, butyl ace ta te was disoQvere(1 to
have remarkable powers with nitrooellulose.

It was

suoh an exoellent solvent that 1 t would make a solution
thin enough to be sprayed tmd 1e t carry enough solid
to <lov&r 1n

oa~

,ooat.

This proved to be a remarkable

discovery for the whole nation.

For the nitrooellulose

indUstry, it meant success in another field; for the
automobile

manufac~lrer,

it meant a better protective

coating with less expense, ereater endurance, and beauty;
for furniture, toys, and everythinG that requires val'n1sh, it meant an outstandine imporvement.
grower~

cotton.

For the cotton

it meant a.n outlet for many thousand balss of
The ·chem1cal cotton", which comes mostly from

the lint that is left on the ootton seeds after the
g1nning, could almost be classified as waste, since the
tibers are so short that they are not suitable for textile
manufacture.

Abou t 1920 ano ther cell.ulose product appearet1 on

the market under the name of rayon.
18 said to be tn. tirst

man-ma~e

Th1s new material

fiber.

It was for a

time incorrectly called artlfical s11k because of' ita
phy{'lnal resemblance and 1ts use as a subet! ttlte

tor it.
ar~

However, trom a

co~oeltlon

entirely difterent, one bfting

the other animal.

or

stand-point they
plant or1gln, and

'l"hls new uterial has been weloomed

into every American home, in every torm, from eleotric
wire covering to curtains and

olo~ling.

It gives success-

ful service wherever a beaut1ful textile is needed.
are two or three accepted processes for Making

~ere

r&7on.

Some prefer the tinished prodt'!.ot to be pure cell-

ulose, while other. think the t some cellulose compound
suoh as the acetate 1. better.
produotion

or

At the present time the

rayon and other synthetic tibera 1e about

three tble. the amount ot silk us.d, and almost as much
a. the wool oonsumed.

More than 160 mIllion pound. ot

cotton were oonverted lnto rayon alone in 1934, and a
greet deal more was used tor other celluloae products.
1~e

unlver.ally used transparent wrapping material,

o.llophane, w•• first made 1n l"rJOe.
chemist, J.

b"!.

Although the Swiss

Branderberger, had been experimentlng with

cotton 1n order to produce a h1eh1y lustl'oUS tiniah by dej/o.1 tlng on 1 t " film of cellulos8 from v!8cose, be :found
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at first. that it was very expensive and was suitable
for wrapping only the most expensive artioles.

Another

diaadvan tags was the rae t that it was no t ws. tel" £,roof.
After it was introduced into this country, the Du Pont
researoh chemists developed and patented

Q

slmiliar

produot that was moisture proof, zarro proof, odorless,
non-porus, endurable, and strong.

This new product has

almost all of the properties that could be asked of
perfec t wrapp1ng ma ter1a.l.

8

It is extensively used today

to wrap all kinds of food products in order to protect
them froM exposure to germs and moisture.

The millner,.

stores find it a great saving in preventing exposura to
dust and shop-wear.

It hos so many uses that sometimes

we wonder what we should do without it, end yet it has
been here only a few years.
In 1869, Ryall was experimenting with nitrocellulose

and camphor in an effort to make a new kind of billiard
ball.

The result was a pyroxylin plastio, celluloid.

It was the first of the synthetio p1astios to be nisoovered and immediately was found suitable for the manufacture of oombs, brush backs, false teeth, mirror backs,
and a variety of handles.

In the sheet form, it beoame

widely used as curtains for automobile windows and photographic f1111u..
dustry.

It made poss1ble the motion pic ture in-
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80me of the subs ti tu tions :made b1 the ahems trr
Of cotton are.

cellulose nitrate for gun powder, cell-

101d tor wood and glass, P1rox1l1n lacquer tor paInt,
oellophane for wrapping paper, and ra10n tiber for ootton
and B11k.

B1 theae substitutions, ohemistry uses several

hundred Ddlllon pounds of cotton annual11_

SYNTHETIC RESIHS
A8 1n

the case ot manr discoverIes, the dis-

ooverer often flnds something vast11 different from
that for whiQb he i. aearohing, but far better.
Columbus waa trying to find a ne. route to India, but
h1s la11ure was much more important than would have
b.en his auccess.

Dr. L. H. Baekeland waa search-

ing for a ahellac subst1tute, but discovered something
that revolutionised many industries and added materially to the nation's raw materials.
It was no secret to the chemioal world that when
phenol and lormaldehyde reaot, a tough Inaoluble maas
results.

For tift1 years chemists had been trying to

lind some useful purpose for it.
that many ot the

homoloe~es

Also, it was known

of these reagents would

produoe slmI1iar products, Tet they were

80

Insoluble,
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intuaible, and dltficult to crystallIze that no use
was found

for theDh

Some ot the beet chemists at home

and In Europe had worked on the •• reslna, trying to
utilize their valuable chemical and physioal proper-

ties.

In 1892, l1eeberg took up the task and spent

.uGh ttme and money on the quest.

He tried. among

other th1ngs, to use hydroohloric aold as a catalyst
in the reaotion.

The result was a paste whlch quiokly

hardened into an irregular mass.
T.nis .ubstance had
such

a8

80me

very desirable properties,

resistance to acids and solvents.

However, it

was ver,r diffloult to do anythlng with, and it would
not orystallize.
tial at that tim.,

Orystalllzation was thought be easen80

!leaberg gave it up to work on

somethIng el.e.
Among the other prom.inent ohemists that worked

on the subject were Lutt, Fayolle, 8ml th, DeLaire,
Lederer, Helm, Knoll, and Labaoh.

All of these had

the aame raw materialsJ many ot them used. simillar me thana ,
and yet their results varied greatly.

Most 01.' them

made the fatal mistake of using aOid, In the condensing

prooess, instead of a base.

It was a long hard road a.

moat ohemical developments have been.
Atter sucoessfully solving one of the moat diffioult
probl... of the day in photo-ohemiatl'J1 by creating
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v.lox pa.per, Dr. L. H. Baekeland started to work
with phenol-formaldehyde resins.

where

0

He did not begin

there ha d stopped, buts tar ted

til

t the begin-

nlng and repea ted eve17 a tep of the procedure 1n
order to tind any poa8lble errors.

As 1n many researoh

pPObleme, he dic1n' t know for a while what he really was

looking tor.

Be tbought he was trying to find a ahellac

substitute, but after several months

or

he eyes were opened to a great vision.

experimenting,
He found an ind.• s-

truct1ble 8011d w1th far wider a;pplications than shellac.
One of the chler diff1culties that Baekeland experienced
was the exceas foaming when the mass was heate<1..

He found

by the use of amall amounts of aoi1um hydroxide that

the foaming could be reduced, but still not sat1sfactorily
oontrolled.

In another effort to overcome foaming, he re-

sorted to the use ot pressure.

This time, when the tem-

peratQre was raised higher than before, the sticky mass
waa ohanged into a clear amber solid whiah was har4, insoluble, infusible, resistant to aoids and oils, and
which had taken the shape of the containing ve •• el. l7
A ne. raw m$ter1al, entirely different from anything

then in uae, had been given to the world to be substituted
tor the old wherever it was found more satistactory.
discovery was not the end. but the beginning of a new

This
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induatrr.

Allot the plastic materials used up to this

time had been of the type that melts with beat and hardens
on ooollng, but Bakelite, as the new substance was oalled,
was Just the opposite.

This gave the old time molders

a lot ot trouble, and it was necessary for Baekeland and
the Bakelite Company, whioh was subsequently formed, to
teach them how to use the new produo t.

Bakeli te .a. f'ound

to be one ot the best eleotrioal insulatorsJ be.idea, it

could be molded into tile most delioate forms.

The Weston

Ilee trio Oompany ..as tbe firs t to use It J they found It
to be tar superior to an,. previously used products.
firat, when Dr. Baekeland was trying to find

80me

At

indus-

tr1 •• that might use hi. discovery, he counted fortythree which he thought would find it proti table.

Today

it would be hard to fInd forty-three that do not need it.
Halt of the thinga that Bakelite has been used for
have grown out of Dr. Baekeland's persistence in trying
1t

on ever7thing around the laboratory.

Such substances

as 010 til, wood, paper, eemen t.. and pl8.s ter were found
to absorb 1 t and to aoquire its useful properties.

Many

ot these materials have proved. to be valuable as insulators
and

gaskets tor steam, Oil, and solvents.

The penetrating

quallt, of Bakelite has opened up an entire new industry
known

&8

laminated produots.

'Itl.. most oommon of these

s;ynthetl0 f1ber material. are "Bakellte.Dileeto", produced
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by the Continental Fiber Company, "Formica" ot the
Formica Inaulating Company; "Condensite-Celoron" of
.~

"i
'

~

'''~

the Diamond State FIber Corol,any; and the "Texol:1 te"

gears ot the General Electric Company_

These are all

made ot the same mil tarial and owe their exil3 tanoe to
the discovery ot Bakelite •
. It was at the beginnIng of the World War that t

Bakelite was reoognized as an important manufacturing
material.

The demand for ignition parts tor automobiles

airplanes, battleships, and motors of all kinds was
enormous.
,~

Speed of construotion and enduranoe were the

prime factors.

Then it was found that this new molding

plastic was the answer.

Dials, radio fronts, telephones,

airplane propellers were made from Bakelite.

It has

,~

proved to be a satisfactory subeti tute in places where

"

metals were once thought to be indispensable.

~"

artifio1al 11mbe were made of Bakel1 te beoause of 1 ta

In 1914,

strength, inertness, and exact mold1ng quali ty.

It 1s

a180 replac1ng rubber for sett1ng pa1nt brush f1bers,

and natural res1ns 1n mak1ng varn1sh.
As soon as the Bakelite process was patented and
the method beoame known to the world. many other chem-

1sta started to flork w1 th synthetic resins.

Jiany ot the

homologues of phenol and formaldehyde have been used

ESTERS
AND GELS

"Cotton seed ~as garbag e in 1860, a fertilizer
in 1870, a cattle feed in 1880, a table food and
many other things in 1900." (2 g. ) Today its manu-
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.'

to produoe slm111ar products.

However, aome other

plastlcs of entirely rtlfferent origln have been added
to the 11s t.

1he Du. Pont Company has developed a sub-

stanoe oalled "Pyralln" whioh has added greatly to our
11s t of beau tltul th1ne;s..

It 18 a e ellulos e produe t,

m.ade prino1pally from cotton and used extensively in the
manufactur1ng of toilet artioles.

It is a substitute

for the combs, brush backs, finger-nail file handles,
tootb brush handles, and cosmetic sets and trays.

Once

the elephant was hunted to the point of extinctlon for
the ivory that hi. tusks contalned, and the ivory thus

obtained was so expensive that only the rich could buy
it.
Today

Even then it would crack and turn yellow with age.
"P~ln"

Is made so cheaply ttlSt everyone can

en~

joy ita USG, and, besides, ! t 1s made in all shades and

oolora.

It is more beautlful and enduring than any of

the simIlar natural products.

Not only is 1t used as

a mold,1ng plastio, but also is made into coated cloths

and lam1nated products.

In addit1on, it 1s being used

as coetume jewelry and other artioles ot beauty and
necesslty.

The ohemioal uses of ootton have greatly

increased lta consumptlon in the United States and have

helped to remove the surplus supply from the market.

po
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RUBBER
A product sim1l1ar to the synthetic resins is
rubber.

It had been known for several hundred years

to the aavage Indian tribes who were reported to have

used 11 ttle balls of it to play wl the

However. nothing

had been done to try to find a use for it until the
early part ot the nineteenth century.

In

18~2,

Charles

Goodyear read about a shoe company puttinG "Gum Elastic·
on the heels, but the company tailed because the uGum"
would melt in hot weather and crack in cold.

This

served as an inspiration to him and he determined to
pertect a

"Gum·

that would not be affected by the weather

and temperature ohanges.

Like many chemists who have

contributed greatly to our civilization, he suffered
long before he aohieved. success.

He was poverty stricken,

sometimes in jail for not being able to pay his debts,
and he never lost sight of the thing that he had set out
to do.

One day in 1839. almost a century aso, quite

by aocident, he dropped some sulphur into a batch

the gum that he was heating.

ot

T.he result was an elastic

mass thst would not sotten and become sticky in warm
weather or brittle in cold.

At last, rubber, as it

was later called, was a reality.
beginning.

This was Just the

He continued his experimenting, and 1n 1851
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he went to Europe to exhibi this slJ6cimen in tho great
Intematlonal Exposition.

He returned and. died in 1860

without muoh reward for his discovery, but the world
will continue to be blessed by the contribution of this
great man.
Atter Good1ear'a discovery. the rubber indust17

really began.

By the twentieth century it had grown

1nto a large business and was extensively used
tor covering cloth, shoes, hose, belta for power plants,
and

other similar usee.

The real growth ot' the rubber

industry, however, was simultaneous with that of the
automobile.

Very little improvement was made in the

produot after Goodyea.r's discovery until new demands

were made of it for use in the automobile.

The plain

sulphur-cured rubber had been satisfaotory for the silnple
purposes tor which it had been used.

~en

the automobile

came into existence, the dem.and for rubber for insulation
of electrical wiring, insulotlon against vibration, and

for tires, became aoute.

The industry put forth every

effort to meet the requirements, and now specific kinds
of rubber are made for every purpose.

Many chemioal com-

pounds are beine used for ourins rubber, but sull)hur is
still essential in all vulcanizations.

The soft spongy

rubber uaed tor insulation and the hard structure used
in battery oaS8S and phonograph reoords are examples of
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the extreme ends which it serves.
By far the grer:J tes t quan t1 ty of rubber is used in

the manufactur1ng of automob11e tires,

There are more

than a hundred million automobile tires running on the
roads of the

t~ited

States

increas1ng steadily.

~aily,

and this figure 1s

Even though rubber is a natural

produc t, 1 t 1s a subs ti tu te Lor a teel in the making
of tires and haa proven to be far superior in traction

and absorption of road shock.

After the na tural rubber

industry became well estab11shed and the supply of raw
materials was found limited, work was started on the
product1on of synthetic rubber or rubber from other
types of plants.

OUtstanding work was done in this field

by the late Thomas A. Edison, who was working on the
production of synthetic rubber from milk werds when he
died in 1932.

!be production of synthetic rubber on a

commerc1al scale and at a price conpetitive with the
natural product will greatly SUbstantiate our national
independence, sinoe all nstural

b~

is imported.

The raw material is a m1lky liquid that comes from
the tropical hevea tree, which is

rubber tree.

eo®~only

oal1ed the

These trees grow in an area known as the

rubber belt which extends about ten eegrees north and
oouth of the aqua.l tor.

South America was once the largest

producer, but now about ninety per cent of the r!l.w rubber
comes from the middle eastern countries ot Ceylon, India,

-
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Java, Malaya, Sumatra, and Cochin China.

ot

Sou~

The natlves

Amerloa and Africa were the first to gather

rubber tor the market.

They would tap the wl1d rubber

tree., collect the .ap, boll It over a f1re untl1 It
thlckened, wlnd the stlcky syrup around a stiok,
and hold It over the fire until It hardened.
ls the war the. t i t came to market.

This

Depending on the

natIves to gather the latex from wl1d treesj which
.ere aomett..a mile. apart, was sati.faotory at first
when the quant1ty requlred was very small.

Later when

the automobile came and demanded large quantities, the
natIve rubber trees were not sufficient to meet the
demand.

!he great rubber compan1es ot the world

planted and taught the natives how to plant and care
tor rubber tree..

low, with about two hundred rubber

trees to the aore, one man can be responsible for more
than t1ve hundred tree..

Thus the 1norease 1n raw material

tended to lower tne pr1ce and to 1mprove the quality ot
the latex.

'!'he Bri tiah were the firs t to enoourage the

plant1ng of rubber trees, and, as a result. today the,
cont~ol

about titt.J-e1ght per oent of the world's market.

To ahow to 80me extent the size and importanoe of the
rubber industry, it was estimated that in 1936. there
were 5'13,522 long tons of natural rubber oonau.med in
the United State. alone.

To this vast number i. added
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an untold amount ot synthetio rubber and resins that
are used tor simill.r purposes.

While the tire indus-

try is the largest, there are thousands of other uses

for rubber, such as rubber floor tIling. 1'or publio
buildings, garden hose, oonveyor belts, heel and soles
tor shoes, a1rplane and balloon cloth.

Wh1le striving to procure a satisfaotory substitute
tor rubber, ohem1sta have brought into being various
guma and resins, most of them are of the Gutta-percha

type.

Many of the synthetic produot. have properties

much super10r to natural rubber.

!beir reaistanoe to

water, oxygen, Oil, ga.oline, and oracking is otten
muoh greater.

Furthermore, they can usually be pro-

duced at leas cost and often are made from products
that are otherwise waste.

In this respeot, it must be

kept 1n mind thl t one of the greatest servioes derived
trom chemical substitutes 18 a prof1table use for waste
materiale.

In the h1story ot our 1ndustires the waste

produote bave otten beoome more valuable than the or1ginal.
The newest development 1n synthet10 rubbers 1s
Duprene.

It 1s 80 muoh like natural rubber tnat even

automobile tires have been suooessfully made from it.
It has saae propert1es superior to thoee ot rubber,

-..,.

r

-.-.-.
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such as resistance to oil, gasoline, and heat.

The fact

that a substitute for rubber can be made from msterials
available in the United States is highly desirable 1n
tlme ot war and in maintainlng a balance of trade.

In-

dependence from foreign market can come only when chem10al substltutes have met all of our mecese1ties at home.

Koroseal ls another synthetlc rubber, the hard rubber
type of the Gutta-percha class.

However, it can be made

in fol'lU tha t vary trom a sott jelly to the harde. t ot

hard rubbers,
torm.

It 1s used mostly in the molded plastic

It is especially noted for its resistance to acids

and alkalis.

In additlon, it has remarkable tone reflect.

ing qualitiea and 18 used in making
instruments.

80me

very tine musical

Torn.ite is another derivatIve of pure rubber

and has remarkable resistance to aclds, alkalls, smoke,
and other chemloals.

The excellent properties of these

rubber substitutes made them valuable manufacturing
materials in many industrie ••
Although rubber Is made from maturally occurrlng
gums, It may be classitled as a substitute, slnce it is
not used in its orlginal form and has replaced
many ma terials •

80

From its humble beginnint:: w1 th Charles

Goodyear's discovery, it has grown into an industry
using 600,000 tone of rubber annually in the United
Statea.
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MEDICINE
Since all early medicines were made prinoipally
tro. the roots of certain plants oalled herbs, it is
quite correot to classtfy all synthetically prepared
oompounds as substItutes.

Moat of the medioines in

us. today are of the latter group and are pure chemioal compounds or mixtures ot these compounds.

How-

ever, it is quite true that many of the herbs used
were exoellent medicines, but there were some serious
·handicaps to their use.

In the first plaoe, any med-

icine to be satisfactory must be pure and free from
unknown and sometimes injurious ingredients.

This was

not always true ot the natural herbs. which were frequently ueed as they were extraoted from the root,
ate., or leaf.

Another serious handioap that faoed the

physioian was the lack of standardized concentrations.
It was very difficult for him to know how much to prescribe.

Their lack of uniform potency, and their fluc-

tuation between the two extremes of "worthless" and. "dangeroua R made them very unsatisfactory.

Those familiar

with powerful drugs know that the variation of
may subject the patient to known danger.

8

grain

It is no

wonder that many an early doctor gravely shook hi •

..
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head after having given drugs of varying unknown strength.
However, it was impolsible to have medicines of known
strength and purity until the chemist became able to
make them.
The first great advocate of chemistry in medicine
was the renowned Paracellus.
1493, he

ha~ con8ide~Qble

of chemistry.

Although he was born in

insight into the real value

He onoe said, "The object of chemistry

is not to make gold, but to prepare medicines", and the
union ot ohemistry and medicine was cemented under his
guidance.

Paracelsus declared that the body was made

ot mercury, sulphur, and common salt, and that illness
resulted, when the proportion of these changed; therefore the patient could be cured only by the use ot certain ohemioal medicines to restore the balance.

Al-

though he was somewhat mistaken in his chemical composition, it can be readily seen that his idea is chem-

" except in the case or
ical17 and physiologically sound,
bacterial diseases, which were not discovered until some
three hundred years later by Pasteur.

No re&l advnaces

were made in medical chemistry until attar the days ot
Robert Boyle (1627-1691).
Chemistry has also had a part in surgery.
surgery waa exceedingly barbarous.

Ancient

The operation was
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oommon1y performed without any anesthetic, and the flow
of blood was stopped with a red hot iron.

80me substances

were already known to produce anesthesia, but most surgeions were not in favor of using them.

Although ether

was made as early as the thirteenth oentury, it was not
used as an anesthetic until 1842 at Athens, Georgia.
Chloroform as discovered to have anesthetic properties
by Waldie in 1847.

In 1800, Sir Humphry Davy found that

nitrous oxfde, or laughing-gas, could be used successfully as an anesthetio in denistry.
substitutes

h~ve

Thus these chemical

relieved mankind of much suffering.

In many oases, chemical substitutes have come in

the form of tmprovements, as in the case of the vegetable
alkaloidS.

For example, cocaine has been used for many

years as a local anesthetio, but unfortunately it is
poisonous and has been known to oause death even in
minor operations, such as the extraction of a tooth.
Atter many years of toil, the chemists were able
to determine the structural formula of eocaine.
this formula they recognized three relationships.

From
One

part of the mo1eoule resembled nicotine found in our
tobacco; another, the deadly poison found in the hemlock, which Socrates was forced to drink; and the third
was the particular part that

~

hQS

---~-~-

anesthetic properties.

~-----------------
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Not only did the ohemists disoover this, but they have
been able to produoe some similiar drugs whioh have the
useful properties without being exoessively poisonous.
Among these are novooaine, eucaine, and benzyl alcohol.
Humanity is greatly indebted to modern chemistry for
these substitutes for pain.
Aside from the preparation of medicines end anesthetics for surgery, chemistry has served the medioal profess1on in the form of antiseptios.

1J1thout

these, all broken plaoes in the skin are eJ:posed to
iniao t10n v/h10h may oause sickness or even dee. th to
the patient.

It was Louis Pasteur, in the latter part

of the nineteenth oentury, who discovered that baoteria
were the cause of most diseases.

He isoloted the speoifio

germ that oaused many of the oommon diseases.

A

contemporary, Lister, started the praotioe of using
antiseptios in surgery.

The first common antiseptios to

be used were oarbolic acid (phenol) an-1 corrosive sub ...
limate (biohloride of meroury).
Today there are dozens of antiseptics in oommon
use, and no home is complete without an adequate supply
in the house for first aid uae.
Not only have chemioals been found that will kill
germs atter they get started in the body. but also some
that will help cause immunity.

However, the moat satia-
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fac tory 1mmuni ty is produc ted by the body i tselt •

\l!Jhen

pathogenic organisms enter the body, disease results,
it they are allowed to grow and multiply,

In general

the blood produoes substances known as antibodies which
tend to destroy the toxin and kill the germs in the body.
Working on this prInciple, the chemists and bacteriologists
have been able to produoe serums in other animal bodies
and use it for treatment in cases of human diseases.
A typioal oase is the treatment of diphtheria, which
was once the most dreaded disease of childhood.

The

virus or toxin of diphtheria is injeoted into the horse.
After several days the horse beoomes immune to the
poison.

Some blood is then drawn from the horse and

the antitoxin is made.

By the use of this serum

diphtheria may be cured or prevented entIrely.

In

Auburn, New York, the death rate was cut from about
twenty annually to none in five years by requiring
all ohildren of sohool age and below to be vaccinated
with serum.

It is quite possible that diphtheria may

become a disease of the past.

Not only has diphtberia

been sucoessfully treated, but also most of the other
oommon baoterial diseases,
Besides its use in helping to prevent and cure
diseases, chemistry has helped in diagnosing the ease
tor treatment.

It chemistry were' taken from medio1ne,
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tuere would be little left.

MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL SUBSTITUTES
One of the grea tes t responsibili tic;s of chemls try
is to find sui table substi tutes for our rapidly d.isappearing raw materials.

The United States is blessed

with abundance, but that does not mean that our supply
will never beoome exhausted.

American industries seem

to have a speoia1 teohnique for mass production, and
the tons of raw materials consumed look like astronomical
data.

Some of these quantities may be given as follows:

QOf pulpwood 7,645,000 cords to make paper; 1,039,589
barrels ot crude petroleum for gasoline and lubricants;
3,524,682 wine gallons of ethyl alcohol in the manufacture
of rayon; 6,346,363 tons of salt consumed each year in
our chemioal industries; 2,294,183 tons of sulphuric acid
to make fertilizer, 76,758,958 tons of coal coked;
104,712,586 eallons of vegetable oils in our soaps." 10
These enormous numbers represent a single year's con8umption in the United States.

From these figures, the

alarmist gets the basis for his serial stories in magazines and newspapers which prediot that the supply
of certain raw materials will be exhausted in a specified
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number ot years.

,-

Those th&t are discussed the most

are wood, oil, and ooal.

These are all very essential

to our present existenoe.

However, there are several

reasons why this dreadful oatastrophe may never come
to pass.

There is always the possibility of utilizing

lower-grade materials, niscovering new methods of making
and utilizing these low-grade materials, or substituting
something new and different for the

s~e

purpose.

Sinoe

wood 1s one of the materials that is being used extravagantly and our re-forestation projects do not equal
the consumption, it might be well to analyze this problem.

It is safe to assume that wood has long since

fur-

oeased to be a necessity in the manufacture of
niture, transportation vehicles, and machinery.

It is

no longer required for fuel. construction material,
charooal, methanol, acetic acid, or acetone.

The

manufacture of paper and rayon would be more difficult
without wood, but not impossible.

The cellulose for

such purposes could be obtained from annual crops such
as corn and the other small grains.
Many of our most cherished raw materials may be
substituted when the necessity arises.

The use of

more than a billion barrels of all a year may some
time eXbause our big 011 wells, but the disoovery of
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the hydrogenation process by Friedrich Bergius is our
assurance that we will never be without fuel and lubricants.
It might be well remembered that the scarcity of
any material raises the price that the higher price

enables the production of competitive products, and
that this results in a saving of the irreplaceable
supplies.

Not only has the use of chemical substitutes

helped to conserve the natural raw materials, but it has
frequently lowered the cost and made it available for a
greater number of purposes,
There are two general classes of chemical substitutes: those that are substituted for another chemical and those that replace a natural product.

We have

many examples of both groups, and they represent the
progress of the world.

The first principle of competition

between the substitute and the natural product i8 that
the synthetic material must be obtained at lower cost.
Furthermore, it must be uniform and dependable if it is
to achieve commeroial success.

Some of the common and

successful substItutions for natural products are as
followst lacquers for varnish, vanillin for vanilla beans,
rayon for silk, aspirin for quinine, plastics for ivory
and horn, and phenolphthalein replacingcascara, aloes,
and other cathartics.
Since it 1. the rule that the chemical substitute

....
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must oe le.s expensive than the material that it replaoes,
it is worth while to note some outstanding examples.

In

1896, indigo was worth .1.92 per pound on the basis ot
pure indigotine.

Today the synthetio produot from coal

tar sella for about 75 ¢ a pound and the oonsumption has
more than

douoled~

8im11iarly, the prioe ot tlO.OO per

pound tor best vanilla beans has been reduoed to $4.50
a pound tor vanillin.
Another distinot advantage that the synthetio
enjoys over the natural is in mass production.

The

longer a synthetic produot i8 manufactured, the
greater the demand; the experience, new methods of
produotion, and the increased production of the raw
materials all tend to reduoe the prioe,

On the other

hand, the inoreased use of a natural product decreases
the supply and usually causes an increase in price.
Thes. statements have been verified many times

by

such

industries as wood aloohol, citric acid, rayon yarn,
dyes, flavoring, and perfume manufacturers •.
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THE Fl1i't1RE

Although bl ••••d with abundant natural r.source.,
thi. countrr wa8 dependent on the au talde world tor man,.
essentlal ••• lat. a. twenty years ago.

Such substance.

a8 nitrogen bearing compounds, dyestuffs, camphor, and
rubber were not produced In quanti tle. sufflcient to
.atl.t1 tne demand. of industry, agrlculture, and health.
Toda,. Amerioans are virtuall,. .elt sufficient.
!hanks to the chemioal re.earoh and chemical substitution.

thi. oCUD try' can now produce wha t that it ne.48 more
nearly than &117 other indus trial country_

Thu.,.e

have .conomioal as .ell as political independenoe.ln
preceding pase. are listed some of the synthetic products that .erve man'. needs better than the natural

..

produot. on .hich he had depended .1noe the beginning
of tl.........product. that have influenced our nation'.
growth and our industrial .volution.
'l'he chemical indus try bas grown to serve the dail.,.
ne.4. of our nation.

The industry has not on11 suppli.d

product. to .e.t our wanta, but also provided employment
...

tor both labor and capi tal.

The wage earners employed

by the chemioal industries of the United state. numbered
In

1~36

more than 65,000 and their wagea amounted to

$80,.ao,666.

The total value ot the producta produced

waa .'76,509,663.

The cost ot materials, oontainera,

ruel, and electricit1 purcha.ed b1 the chemical industrr
6
2
amounted to 9329,291,117.
A s tud1 ot the.e tlgure. will show the amount ot businea. and the number ot people ai'tected by this indus-

try whioh has resulted trom chemical research.
In ttme ot eoonomio depresslon chemistry baa

come to the aid ot the natton b1 creattng new industries
and new jobs tor the unemployed.

Theae new develop-

ments have broadened the market and bettered the prices
tor tne country'. axoe •• raw materials •. Last year, tor
exaaple, the Du Pont Oompan1 alone used titty-one million
pounda ot cotton llnters, seven million pounds ot
turpenttne and r08in, thirt7-four milllon pounds of vegetable oils tor oonversion into hundreds ot uset'ul produots. 8

The chemical lndustr.,. is alao a good customer

of the forests and mines, 1n that 1t ut1lizes the1r
produots.
In considering the advancementa in civilization
that can be credited direotly to chemistry. we must
al.e remember tha t the "Age ot Chemia try" has onl1
begun.
...

In great research laboratori.s, such aa thoa.

main_tned by the Du Pont Compan,., Commercial Solvents
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Oompan,., Dow Ohemioal Oompany, General Eleotrio Oompany, Hational Carbide Company, and others, chemists

are oontinually trying to find new ways to oombine
nature'. raw materials.
When an 1mproved product i. made, it gaina wideapread

US8

and 1n turn lower prices, increased produc-

t1on, and more emploJDlent re.ult.

The amount of mone,.

spent by our leading industries each year on re.earoh
probably
will exoeed twenty-tive million dollars.
,
Du

The

Pont Company alone spenda about six million dollar.
\

annually trying to improve the products that they now
make and to find nn one ...
POI'

an70fte to try to prediot what the future

holds for ohemistry i& a waste of time.

It 1& 11ke

try1ng to torecast the direotion a b1rd will fll
from a limb.

It will depend on the influenoe exerted,

the opportunities offered, and the demands that are
made of it by industry,

Although we do not know what

oontributions che:mistry will make 1n the near future,
we have avery reason to expeot greater and more rapid
....

advanae.ents than have been made 1n the past, because
of the tunaamental principles of chemistry that are now
knoWh.
At the present time, work 18 being done 1n preparlng 8ynthet10 motor fuel. in those countries which
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are not blessed w1 th abundance of petroleum.

In Germanr

good results are being obtained br hydrogenation ot coal

tar.

Alao mixtures ot various anhydrous alcohols are

being used.

In order not to depend on an uncertain

aupply of crude rubber, chemists have done much work towar making synthetic rubber from milk weeds and other
easily aooessible plants.

Some of theae products are

ot excellent qualitr. but at the present ttme are more
oostly to produce than the naturally ooourring ones,
Tbe future ot our nation will be greatly influenoed
by the chemical substitutes that are developed,

The.e

will help to solve our ne.ds, use our surplu.es, and
keep our nation economically and industrially free.
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